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6-8TH Waste paper balers NKW160BD

Specialized in recycling and compressing the loose materials like plastic film, PET

bottles/Pet bottle balers, plastic pallets/plastic balers, waste paper/waste paper

balers , cartons, cardboards trims/scraps, etc.

● Nick Baler Heavy duty close-gate design for more tighter bales

● Hydraulic locked gate ensures more convenient operation

● Hydraulic balers can feed material by conveyor or air-blower or manual.

● PLC control system, It Can automatically inspection feed,it can press to front end

each time and available for manual bunch one-time automatic push bale out and so on process.

Model NKW160BD

Hydraulic power 160Ton

Cylinder size Ø280

Bale size（W*H*L） 1100*1250*1700mm

Feed opening size（L*W） 2000*1100mm

Bale density 600-650Kg/m3

Capability 6-8T/hour

Bale line 7Line /Manual strapping

Power/ 37.5KW/50HP

Out-bale way Disposable bag out

Bale-wire 6#/8#*7 PCS

Machine weight 19000KG

NickBaler's semi-automatic press series Semi-automatic balers with professional closed

construction offer a wide range of options for waste recycling. This allows the
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semi-automatic press series baler to provide higher density bales when recycling and

compressing almost all loose materials, especially for hollow plastic waste such as plastic

bottles, plastic drums, cans, cans, etc. Semi-automatic press series semi-automatic baling

machine, baling capacity from 0.5 tons per hour to 3 tons per hour. Capacity varies according

to material density and feed rate, as well as the operator's manual strapping skills

(aluminum can balers are not strapping). The maintenance of our semi-automatic baler is

very simple and easy. Let us show you the best options that can meet your packaging and

recycling needs. For more information, please visit www.nkbaler.com

Our semi-automatic balers are very convenient to be used and have a high durability.

The maintenance of our semi-automatic balers is very simple and quite easy,please contact

us and then let us tell you about the best choices available that can fulfill your baling

and recycling needs.
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